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A hybrid method for solutes in complex solvents: Density functional theory
combined with empirical force fields
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We present a hybrid method for molecular dynamics simulations of solutes in complex solvents as
represented, for example, by substrates within enzymes. The method combines a quantum
mechanical~QM! description of the solute with a molecular mechanics~MM ! approach for the
solvent. The QM fragment of a simulation system is treated byab initio density functional theory
~DFT! based on plane-wave expansions. Long-range Coulomb interactions within the MM fragment
and between the QM and the MM fragment are treated by a computationally efficient fast multipole
method. For the description of covalent bonds between the two fragments, we introduce the scaled
position link atom method~SPLAM!, which removes the shortcomings of related procedures. The
various aspects of the hybrid method are scrutinized through test calculations on liquid water, the
water dimer, ethane and a small molecule related to the retinal Schiff base. In particular, the extent
to which vibrational spectra obtained by DFT for the solute can be spoiled by the lower quality force
field of the solvent is checked, including cases in which the two fragments are covalently joined.
The results demonstrate that our QM/MM hybrid method is especially well suited for the vibrational
analysis of molecules in condensed phase. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Enzymatic catalysis is a most prominent example of h
a solvent environment exhibiting a complex structure a
dynamics can steer the properties and chemical reactions
solute molecule. In this context, the solute molecule is ca
a substrate and the immediate solvent environment is m
up of the binding pocket of the enzyme. Within the pock
the substrate experiences highly specific local electros
fields and steric restraints, altering its properties in suc
way that an otherwise unlikely reaction proceeds at a h
rate.

As an example consider the primary photochemical
action of the chromophore of bacteriorhodopsin~BR!, which
acts as a light-driven proton pump in the purple membran
Halobacterium salinarium.1 Figure 1 shows a model of BR
embedded in a membrane-water system. Here, the c
mophore represents the solute, whereas all other atoms i
system belong to the solvent.

The BR chromophore, whose chemical structure is
picted in Fig. 2, is a protonated Schiff base of all-trans reti-
nal ~PRSB! which is covalently bound through a lysine res
due to the protein backbone. In solution a PRSB molec
isomerizes upon photoexcitation around each of the C5C
double bonds of its polyene chain. In BR, however, only
13-cis isomer is obtained at a high quantum yield~for de-
tails, see Ref. 2!. Thus, the protein environment specifical

a!Author to whom correspondence should be sent.
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catalyzes that photoisomerization of the retinal chromopho
In addition, the protein environment changes other proper
of the chromophore, most notably its optical and vibration
spectra~for discussions, see Refs. 3 and 4!. Note that the
work to be presented in this article has been strongly m
vated by the specific aim of describing the vibrational spec
of the BR chromophorein situ; therefore, we have used thi
system for illustration.

The general conclusion is that proteins represent m
peculiar solvents for embedded solute molecules, alte
their properties in highly specific ways. Theoretical descr
tions have to account for the fact that here the solvent st
ture and dynamics are too complex to be covered by c
tinuum models. Instead, quantum mechanical~QM!
treatments of the solute have to be combined with expl
representations of the solvent. Due to computational lim
tions such representations cannot be based on quantum
chanics but must resort to empirical procedures of molec
mechanics~MM !. Hence, so-called QM/MM hybrid model
are required.

In this article, we wish to introduce a computational
efficient QM/MM hybrid method which aims at accurate d
scriptions ofground stateproperties, dynamics, and chem
cal reactions of solute molecules, embedded in large solv
environments; its extension towards excited solute state
left to the future.

As is apparent also from consideration of the exam
given in Fig. 1, QM/MM hybrid models first have to part
tion a large system into a small solute part, the QM fragme
2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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and a larger solvent part, the MM fragment. In the figure
possible partitioning is indicated by the choice of color. F
thermore, hybrid models have to specify~i! a particular QM
method for the solute,~ii ! an empirical force field for the
solvent, and~iii ! an interaction scheme for the two frag
ments.

In cases in which the QM and MM fragments are link
by covalent bonds, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the interact
scheme~iii ! has to be complemented by~iv! an adequate
treatment of these bonds. The various hybrid models
have been proposed previously and will be reviewed be
differ among each other and from our proposal in these
spects. Particularly concerning point~iv! we will suggest a
new procedure which, as we intend to show, overcomes
problems that have hampered previous attempts.

In order to motivate our choices concerning the ingre
ents of the hybrid method@cf. points~i! and ~ii ! above#, we
will first shortly review the corresponding states of the ar

A. Quantum chemistry of isolated molecules

Methods for the quantum chemical description of sm
molecules and clusters have reached a stage at which a
rate numerical computations of ground state molecular pr
erties and reaction pathways are feasible.

As is well known, in quantum chemical calculations t
computational effort depends on the molecular property to
described; it grows strongly with the size of the system a
with the desired accuracy. For accurate descriptions
vanced methods ofab initio quantum chemistry have to b
employed, which are available through program packa
such as Gaussian94.5 Computational limitations currently re
strict such calculations to systems with at most 100 atom

FIG. 1. Bacteriorhodopsin with its retinal chromophore~drawn in black! in
a membrane-water model system~drawn in gray! as an example for a com
plex solvent-solute system.

FIG. 2. Chemical structure of the BR chromophore.
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instead semiquantitative results suffice for gaining qual
tive insights one may also resort to the computationally l
expensive methods ofsemiempirical quantum chemistry
which are accessible, for example, through theMOPAC pro-
gram package.6

Until recently, accurateab initio descriptions of ground
state properties typically had to first apply the Hartree–Fo
~HF! approximation and subsequently take care of the m
important effects of electron correlation.7 But the huge com-
putational cost restricted such post-HF methods to the st
of molecules containing less than about 25 atoms. Lar
molecules, like the retinal chromophore introduced abo
could be treated only at the cost of the neglect of elect
correlation. Here, particularly the prediction ofvibrational
spectra, which requires highly accurate intramolecular for
fields and which, therefore, represents a most sensitive p
on the quality of the respective computational method, w
severely hampered by the shortcomings of the
approach.4,8–10

Fortunately, during the past decade a cost-effective al
native approach based on density-functional the
~DFT!11,12 has been developed. Much effort has been
voted to refining the methodology. For the problem ofvibra-
tional analysis, for example, it has meanwhile become a
parent that DFT with nonlocal exchange and correlat
functionals like those suggested by Becke13 and
Lee–Yang–Parr14 can very accurately predict vibrationa
spectra for sizeable molecules without any scaling~see, for
example, Refs. 10,15–17!. Thus, DFT calculations properly
account for the most important effects of electron correlat
at a computational cost of conventionalab initio HF treat-
ments. In addition, DFT invites applications of algorithm
tricks like the use of plane-wave expansions together w
fast Fourier transforms, allowing its computational efficien
to be enhanced further. Upon combination with paralleliz
tion strategies and the use of parallel computers DFT tr
ments of systems with up to 100 atoms have become p
sible.

As shown by Car and Parrinello18 the DFT-based exten
sion of high-quality quantum chemistry towards larger s
tems has also enabled descriptions of dynamical and, in
ticular, reactive processes within clusters of atoms
molecules through simulations of the molecular dynam

FIG. 3. Close look into the binding pocket of the BR chromophore.
possible partitioning of the system into an MM fragment drawn in gray a
a QM fragment drawn in black is indicated; three covalent bonds at p
tions A–C join the MM and QM fragments.
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~MD!. The power and validity of this DFT method mea
while has been demonstrated in a series of relevant app
tions ~see, for example, Refs. 19–21!. Thus, our choice of
ingredient~i! of our method is the corresponding DFT pr
gram calledCPMD.22

Previously, MD simulations had been restricted to t
use of force fields obtained either from HF calculations
from empirical MM models. Although reactive processes
outside the scope of the latter and although MM force fie
are much too crude to allow reasonable descriptions of
brational spectra of molecules, for example, they are va
able if one wishes to calculate statistical properties and
namical processes ofvery large systems comprising severa
104 atoms. In particular, the theories of liquids and
biopolymers have strongly benefitted from the MM-MD a
proach. As a result of its ongoing development, reasona
microscopic descriptions of systems which we have term
complex solventsare feasible nowadays.

B. Molecular mechanics of complex solvents

Already the first MD simulations of simple liquids suc
as argon had shown that most important statistical prope
like, in the case of argon, the radial distribution function c
be obtained accurately.23,24 Subsequently, the MD approac
has been extended towards increasingly complicated mol
lar systems ranging from aqueous solutions of simple ion
those of lipid membranes or proteins~see Refs. 25–29!. In-
tramolecular force fields for wide classes of macromolecu
have been successfully developed, which decompose t
molecules into local chemical bonding motives whose m
chanical properties are then described in terms of sim
semiempirical formulas.30–33 But for a long time, the treat-
ment of the long-range electrostatic forces between polar
charged molecules was less satisfactory.

In the MM-MD approach, electrostatic forces are cons
ered to originate from partial or integral chargesci centered
within the atoms of the molecules. Common for
fields30,32,33assign fixed values to these charges. Thus, po
ization effects are partially neglected here, since fixed pa
charges can only account for the average polarization o
molecule in a standard environment. But they cannot co
changes of the polarization within a dynamic and hetero
neous environment as provided by a protein. In view of
large polarizability of water,34 for example, this approxima
tion is definitely questionable.

Only a few MM-MD procedures have been propos
that allow polarization effects to be included. Because of
considerable computational effort associated with the
quired self-consistent evaluation of induced dipole mome
~see Refs. 35,36!, these methods are still restricted to syste
of moderate size comprising at most 2000 atoms.

Until recently, computational limitations and algorithm
insufficiencies had enforced a further and even more qu
tionable approximation. One tried to avoid the huge com
tational effort associated with the exact evaluation of
long-range electrostatic interactions betweenN chargesci

andcj at distancesr i j from the Coulomb sum
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Eelstat5(
i , j

N

cicj /r i j , ~1!

by simply neglecting these forces beyond a given cut-
distanceRc .30,32 Such cut-off algorithms scale linearly wit
N in contrast to theN2 behavior of Eq.~1!. Values smaller
than about 15 Å had to be chosen forRc and these short-
range cutoffs turned out to introduce serious artifacts i
simulations of proteins and lipid membranes~see Refs.
25,29,37–40!.

Considerations of accuracy would suggest~cf. Ref. 41!
that the neglect of long-range contributions to the electros
ics in MD simulations of proteins seems safe only at cut-
distances larger by at least a factor of 5 than the quo
choice. Fortunately, the development of fast multipo
methods,41–44 which scale linearly withN, of multiple time
step algorithms,45–47 which can further enhance comput
tional efficiency, and of combinations of thes
procedures,48,49 notably of the FAMUSAMM algorithm,50

has enabled computationally cost-effective and sufficien
accurate treatments of the long-range electrostatics. Sim
considerations apply to recent improvements of the Ew
sum approach for simulation systems enclosed by perio
boundaries; here the computational complexity scales w
NlogN.51–55

As a result, MM-MD simulations on parallel compute
that account properly for the long-range electrostatics
protein-solvent systems comprising several 104 atoms and
cover time spans in the nanosecond range have become
sible. Inspired by corresponding sample simulations56 of an
atomic force microscopy experiment concerning ligan
receptor binding,57 it has recently been concluded that th
MM-MD approach ‘‘has come of age.’’28

Despite its current deficiencies concerning the partial
glect of polarization effects we therefore chose t
CHARMM/FAMUSAMM force field,30,50 which is imple-
mented in the parallelized MM-MD program EGO_VIII,58 as
the second ingredient~ii ! for our QM/MM hybrid model.

C. QM/MM hybrid models

QM/MM hybrid methods have a long history and w
have therefore partially adopted concepts developed in
lier work. A short review will allow comparison with ou
work.

The history of QM/MM hybrid models started two de
cades ago with the seminal paper by Warshel and Levi59

The strict limitations of computer power available at th
time forced the authors to resort to a simple semiempir
model for the QM fragment and its covalent linkages to t
MM part. But for the MM fragment and its interactions wit
the QM fragment, the authors succeeded in creating an in
niously consistent model. For instance, they included
atomic polarizabilities into the MM force field, whereas p
larization effects have generally been neglected in sub
quent models and the problem has been addressed a
solely in Refs. 60 and 61. The van der Waals interactio
between atoms of the MM and QM fragments were tak
into account by a 6-12-Lennard-Jones potential and the e
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trostatic interactions by partial charges and by evaluation
the Coulomb sum. The latter procedures have been com
since then.

In subsequent models, either refined semiempirical60–68

or computationally, more demandingab initio69–72 Hartree–
Fock methods have been chosen for the description of
QM part. Recently, also DFT methods have be
applied.73–78 But here, in contrast to some of the form
models, no procedures for the MD treatment of coval
linkages between the MM and QM fragments have been p
vided yet@cf. point ~iv! above#.

If a covalent bond joins the MM and QM fragments,
is the case in the sample system depicted in Fig. 3, a c
ceptual problem arises. For its solution, the bond can
replaced by a new bond to an artificially introduced hyd
gen atom. This hydrogen atom is called alink atom and
serves to ensure a saturated valence structure of the
fragment. Evidently that is guaranteed only for simples
bonds such as those bonds between CH2 groups frequently
occurring in proteins. Next, the mechanical properties of
original bond have to be restored and, finally, the link at
has to be removed again from the description.

A simple version of this link atom concept has be
suggested by Singh and Kollman.70 Here, the link atom re-
mained decoupled from the MM fragment, but was kept a
dynamical object in the QM fragment, and the mechanics
the original bond was covered by an MM description. Lat
Field et al.63 developed a refined procedure by constrain
the link atom to its equilibrium position~cf. also Bakowies
and Thiel66!. However, Bakowies79 observed that serious a
tifacts show up whenever that equilibrium position devia
strongly from the line connecting the atoms of the origin
bond. Furthermore, he noticed thatvibrational spectra de-
rived by that hybrid procedure appear to be even less s
factory than corresponding spectra obtained from the sim
MM force field. As a result the link atom method acquired
rather bad image in the community.

The scaled position link atom method~SPLAM! which
we will suggest in this article has been designed to so
these problems. To check its quality we will present sam
calculations of vibrational spectra for selected hybrid mo
els. Similarly, all other aspects of our hybrid method will
scrutinized by test calculations.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we w
first sketch the basic tasks that have to be tackled in
attempt to design a QM/MM hybrid method. We then d
scribe the various procedures which combine the DFT
scription of the QM fragment with the CHARMM
FAMUSAMM force field for the MM fragment into a unified
MD approach. Here we will emphasize the efficient comp
tational treatment of the long-range solvent electrostatics,
SPLAM method, and accuracy issues. The quality of
hybrid method will be checked in Sec. III using a series
simple but relevant examples and comparisons both with
perimental data and with results of previous computatio
studies. A short summary concludes the paper.
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II. METHODS

We start the description of the physical concepts a
computational methods entering our hybrid QM/MM a
proach with an outline of the basic tasks, thereby introduc
some of the notation.

A. Basic tasks

Using the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, M
methods derive the forces acting on the nuclei at the p
tions r i , i 51, . . . ,N from an effective potential energ
function E(R). For a fixed nuclear configurationR
5(r1 , . . . ,rN) that effective potential reflects the energy
the electron system in the electrostatic potential originat
from the nuclei and electrons. Furthermore, the nuclei
treated as classical particles and the trajectoryR(t) of the
system within configuration space is obtained from a num
cal solution of Newton’s equations

mi

d2

dt2
r i52¹ iE~R!, i 51, . . . ,N, ~2!

for a given set of initial positions and velocities of the atom
with the massesmi . In pure MM models, the effective po
tential E(R) is expressed by carefully parameterized sem
empirical formulas. In contrast, the computationally mu
more demanding QM descriptions rely on numerical so
tions of the stationary electronic Schroedinger equation
order to calculate the forces2¹ iE(R).

Any QM/MM hybrid approach first has to partition th
system into a large MM and a smaller QM fragment as
emplified in Figs. 1 and 3. Formally, such a partitioning m
be expressed by collecting the coordinates of the atom
the MM fragment into a configuration vectorRM

5(r1 , . . . ,r M) and those of the QM fragment intoRM ,Q

5(r M11 , . . . ,rN). To simplify distinction, we use the inde
sets M5$1, . . . ,M % and Q5$M11, . . . ,N% for the MM
and QM atoms, respectively. Futhermore, the MM atoms
labeled by indicesl ,mPM and the QM atoms by indice
q,sPQ.

In addition to the partitioning, any hybrid method has
specify an energy function for the MM fragment, an ele
tronic model Hamiltonian for the QM fragment, and pr
scriptions for the calculation of the interactions between
two fragments.

B. The hybrid model

An MM energy function EM like the CHARMM/
FAMUSAMM force field employed by us30,50 is composed
of short-range termsEbondedaccounting for chemical binding
forces, and of more long-range contributionsEnonbondedcov-
ering van der Waals and electrostatic interactions betw
nonbonded atoms within an MM fragment

EM~RM !5Ebonded~RM !1Enonbonded~RM !. ~3!

Here, also atoms within a single molecule are classified
nonbonded whenever they are separated by more than
covalent bonds. This classification can be formally describ
by assigning a switching functione( l ,m) to each atom pair
( l ,m), which assumes the value zero if the atoms are se
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rated by less than three covalent bonds, the value 0.4 if
are separated by exactly three bonds, and the value one
erwise. Upon multiplication withe( l ,m) the electrostatic and
van der Waals pair interactions are gradually switched
within the thus defined bonded region around a giv
atomm.

Taking the decomposition in Eq.~3! as our guideline, we
start the discussion of the various contributions to the to
potential energyE(R) of a hybrid system with the non
bonded interactions and here, in particular, with the elec
statics.

1. Electrostatics

The electronic Hamiltonian of a QM fragment describ
the motion of the electrons within the electrostatic poten
generated by the nuclei and electrons. The electrostatic in
ence of an MM fragment on a QM fragment can easily
included by adding the electrostatic potentialFM(r ;RM)
originating from the charges of the MM fragment as an e
ternal potential to the Hamiltonian. If, in particular, a DF
approach is used, then one simply has to complement
energy functional11,12 EQ@r;R# of the QM fragment at a
given configurationR of the hybrid system by the additiona
term

EQ
ext@r;RM#5E r~r !FM~r ;RM !dr , ~4!

wherer(r ) is the electronic charge density in the QM fra
ment. For its evaluation, a suitable representation of the
tential functionFM(r ;RM) has to be supplied to a DFT pro
gram.

a. The external potential for the QM fragment.The DFT
method of our choice is available through the progr
CPMD.22 In that program, the electronic wave function is ca
culated in a rectangular box, the so-called QM box, us
plane wave expansions. As illustrated in Fig. 4 for a wa
molecule, the box is chosen such that it just covers the
fragment. The electrostatic potentialFM originating from the
chargescl of the MM fragment has to be provided on
regular grid. The grid discretizes the QM box and is a
indicated in the figure. For sizeable QM fragments conta
ing 10–50 atoms, the grid may comprise several 10 0
pointsg. For large systems, the evaluation ofFM at all these
grid points through the Coulomb sum

FIG. 4. Water molecule in a QM box discretized by a regular grid; a
drawn is a water molecule of the MM fragment; the nearest neighbor c
sification s(g) of grid pointsg relevant for the evaluation of the externa
potential is indicated by dashed boundaries.
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l PM

cl
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, g51,2, . . .

would pose a considerable computational task.
Using the FAMUSAMM method50 the electrostatic in-

teractions among the MM atoms are efficiently calcula
through a hierarchical combination of multipole and Tay
expansions. We will now show how an extension of th
approach to the task specified above also enables a ver
ficient computation ofFM(rg ;RM) on the grid.

According to the scheme depicted in Fig. 5, the extend
FAMUSAMM algorithm derives the potential at a grid poin
g through summation of many contributions, which are ge
erated by a hierarchy of charge distributions in the MM fra
ment. The sizes of these distributions are shown to incre
with the distance from the atoms(g) closest tog on a coarse
scale~note that Fig. 4 illustrates with dashed lines the cla
sifications(g) of grid points according to this nearest neig
bor criterion!. The computational prescription, according
which a given contribution toFM is evaluated, depends o
the distance class to which the source of this contribut
belongs. Distant charge distributions beyond classM (10) are
represented by their multipole moments.

For the innermost distance classM (5) associated with
atoms(g), the contributionF (5)(rg) is calculated from the
Coulomb potentials

F (5)~rg!5 (
l PM (5)

ẽ~ urg2r l u!
clerf~ urg2r l u/s!

urg2r l u
~5!

of Gaussian charge distributions centered at the position
the atoms. Such extended distributions are advantageou
cause the potential of an MM point charge, which happen
be close to or even within the QM box, can cause difficult
concerning the convergence of the wave function. A pro
choice for the widths is 0.8 Å . The switching function
ẽ(urg2r l u)appearing in Eq.~5! assumes values differen
from one only for atoms in the link atom region of covalent
connected QM and MM fragments. Therefore its discuss
is postponed to Sec. II B 4.

The contribution of the next distance classM (10) is com-
puted in a two-stage process. First, the potential is evalu
at the atoms(g) using the usual Coulomb sum

s-
FIG. 5. FAMUSAMM distance classes; all MM atoms closer than 5 Å to a
selected QM atoms ~filled circle! are classified into the near zoneM (5);
atoms in more distant zones are collected into classesM (10), M (16), . . .
and, starting atM (16), are grouped into compact charge distributions; t
arrows serve to indicate that the potential at a grid pointg ~black dot! near
the QM atoms is composed of contributions due to single charges in the t
inner zones and to multipole moments of charge distributions in the o
zones.
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F (10)~r s!5 (
l PM (10)

cl

ur s2r l u
,

but in addition also the first and second derivatives ofF (10)

are calculated atr s , yielding the coefficient vector

k(10)5¹ rF
(10)~r !ur5rs

and a corresponding coefficient matrixT(10) accounting for
the second derivatives. With these coefficients the contr
tion of the charges inM (10) to the potentialFM at rg can be
approximated through a second-order Taylor expansion.
before that expansion is evaluated atrg , the coefficients are
modified by adding contributions accounting for the mu
pole moments of the charge distributions in the outer d
tance classes. These contributions are obtained in a hi
efficient way through a hierarchical scheme of nested Ta
expansions centered at further reference points in the vici
of r s ~for details, see Ref. 50!. The resulting coefficients
F (`)(r s), k(`), andT(`) then enter the expansion

F (`)~rg!5F (`)~r s!1~rg2r s!
tk(`)

1 1
2 ~rg2r s!

tT(`)~rg2r s! ~6!

expressing the contributions of all outer distance classes.
external potentialFM at a grid pointg is then the sum

FM~rg ;RM!5F (5)~rg!1F (`)~rg!. ~7!

Thus, at each grid point the sum in Eq.~5! and the expansion
in Eq. ~6! have to be evaluated. As a prerequisite, for ea
QM atom, an interaction listM (5) with positions and charge
of corresponding MM atoms and a set of ten expansion
efficients have to be provided. The interaction lists typica
contain only about 100 elements and, therefore, the effort
the computation ofFM on the grid is limited. In the actua
implementation this computational step is executed b
module ofCPMD since then the properly extended MD pr
gram, which we will call from now on EGO_IX, has to tran
fer only a small set of data toCPMD. The implementation also
provides some additional measures to enhance the accu
of the computation ofFM ~for these details, see Ref. 80!.

b. The external potential for the MM fragment.For the
treatment of the converse electrostatic influence of the
fragment on the MM fragment, the electrostatic poten
FQ(r ;RQ ,r) originating from the electronic charge densi
r and the nuclear core chargesCs has to be evaluated. Ac
cording to the Hellman–Feynman theorem the forces exe
on the MM atomsm with chargescm are then obtained by
calculating the gradient of that potential at the positionsrm .

One may, however, simplify the calculation by appro
mating that electrostatic potential through the use of par
charges. Such chargescs can be assigned to the QM atomss

by requiring that they should generate a potentialF̃Q which
optimally represents the actual potentialFQ in the region
outside the van der Waals boundary of the QM fragmen81

When these partial charges together with the atomic p
tions r s are fed into the FAMUSAMM scheme the contribu
tionsF̃Q(r ;RQ) of the QM fragment to the total electrostat
potential F(r ;R) in the MM fragment can be obtained i
exactly the same way as the contributionsFM(r ;RM) gener-
u-
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ated by the charges of the MM fragment. Thus, the to
potential within the MM fragment is approximately given b

F~r ;R!'F̃Q~r ;RQ!1FM~r ;RM ! ~8!

and the electrostatic energy of the MM fragment is

EM ,estat~R!5 (
mPM

cm F~rm ;R!. ~9!

As sketched above, the use of external potentials allo
the electrostatic action of either fragment on its respec
counterpart to be accounted for in a straightforward man
and, therefore, has been applied in all previous hybrid me
ods. Note, however, that the use of the partial charge
proximation for the action of the QM fragment on the MM
fragment violates the principle thatactio should be equal to
reactio. Therefore, methods allowing corresponding dynam
cal artifacts to be corrected have to be provided and
quality of the treatment has to be scrutinized through app
priate test calculations~see Secs. II B 5 and III A below!.
Less critical in this respect is the treatment of the seco
type of nonbonded interaction, i.e., that of the van der Wa
forces.

2. Van der Waals interactions

According to the CHARMM force field30 the van der
Waals interactions between nonbonded atomsl andm in an
MM fragment are modeled by 6-12-Lennard-Jones potent
giving rise to energy contributionsEvdw(r l ,rm). Within the
QM fragment, these interactions are represented implic
But for the description of the van der Waals interactio
between atomsq andm of the QM and MM fragments, re-
spectively, one has to resort to the MM approach and ha
include energy termsEvdw(rq ,rm). Upon proper summation
of all van der Waals terms, one obtains a contributi
Evdw(R) to the total energy. Due to their rapid decay, t
corresponding forces may be safely neglected at distan
larger than about 10 Å throughout a given simulation syste

3. Bonded interactions

In CHARMM30 the bonded contributionEbonded(RM) to
the potential energy of an MM fragment is specified by h
monic potentialsEstretchandEangle, respectively, driving the
bond lengths and bond angles towards default values for
given chemical bonding patterns. Additional nonharmo
potentials Estereo describe forces originating from twiste
bonds and other stereochemical effects. All these te
solely depend on the coordinates of at most four atoms
valently connected by three consecutive chemical bonds

Since the bonded interactions within the QM fragme
are already covered byEQ@r;R#, only a suitable energy ex
pression remains to be given for simulation systems in wh
the two fragments are joined by covalent bonds.

4. Scaled position link atom method (SPLAM)

Unpolar C—C bonds joining CH2 groups are ubiquitous
in proteins. Therefore, in many cases, the partitioning of
simulation system into covalently linked QM and MM frag
ments can be chosen such that the joining covalent bonds
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of that type. Note that the central C—C bond of the etha
molecule depicted in Fig. 6 provides a minimal model f
such bonds. Therefore, we will initially use this molecule
a most simple example during the following presentation
our treatment of covalently joined fragments.

As outlined in the Introduction and illustrated in Fig.
for the ethane molecule, in such cases an artificial hydro
atom, the so-called link atom, may be introduced into
QM fragment. The link atom replaces the missing bond
partner and serves to reconstruct a saturated valence s
ture. However, such a replacement perturbs the electr
wave function in the vicinity of the replaced atom and co
respondingly changes the forces acting on the nearby nu
in the QM fragment. The desired treatment should be
signed to correct these errors, remove the added degre
freedom, and restore the mechanical properties of the m
ing bond.

The CHARMM model of the ethane molecule describ
the forces on the central carbon atomsq and m solely in
terms of bonded interactions, because the switching fu
tionse( i ,q) ande( i ,m) weighting the respective nonbonde
interactions vanish at all of its atomsi. Thus, that molecule
allows concentration on the bonded interactions in the d
vation of the link atom method. We, therefore, start cons
ering the forces originating from these dominant interactio

a. Bonded interactions.We have stressed above that r
placing a carbon atom in a C—C bond by a hydrogen atomL
locally perturbs the wave function of the QM fragment. T
keep that perturbation as small as possible we orient the
tificial C—H bond relative to the remaining QM fragment
the same way as the original C—C bond would be orien
in a more extended QM fragment. This is achieved by c
straining the positionrL of L to the line linking the position
rq of the C atomq in the QM fragment to the positionrm of
the other C atomm of the original bond~the notation is that
of Fig. 6!. Thereby two of the three additional degrees
freedom connected with the artificial link atom have be
removed from the description.

In order to remove also the remaining degree of freed

FIG. 6. Link atom concept exemplified for the ethane molecule:~a! the
molecule is partitioned into two CH3 fragments, a QM fragment drawn in
black and an MM fragment drawn in gray;~b! the carbon atomm originally
bound to the carbon atomq is replaced by the hydrogen atomL in order to
recover a saturated pattern of covalent bonds in the QM fragment.
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we adjust the extension of the artificial C—H bond to that
the original C—C bond by a simple scaling procedure. If,
a given configurationR of the system, the C—C distanc
r CC[urq2rmu deviates from the equilibrium distancer CC

0

then we choose the C—H distancer CH[urq2rLu according
to the simple formula

r CH5r CH
0 1

kCC

kCH
~r CC2r CC

0 !, ~10!

where r CH
0 is the equilibrium C—H bond length, andkCC,

kCH are typical force constants of the corresponding bo
stretches.

As can easily be deduced from a consideration of
respective bond stretching potentials in the harmonic
proximation, the scaled position has been chosen such
the streching force of the C—H bond closely approxima
that of a C—C bond linking the atomsq andm. Note, how-
ever, that the energy of a C—C bond extended to a dista
r CC is somewhat larger than the energy of a much stif
C—H bond at the scaled distance. Therefore, a correspo
ing energy correction

DEstretch~rq ,rm!5kCC~12kCC/kCH!~r CC2r CC
0 !2 ~11!

is required. Because of the scaling procedure expresse
Eq. ~10!, which fixes the last undetermined parameter for
derivation of rL from rm , we have termed our approac
‘‘scaled position link atom method’’~SPLAM!.

Technically speaking, the scaled positionrL of the link
atom is calculated by the MD program EGO_IX according
the prescriptions given above from the positionsrq andrm of
the two atoms, whose bond is removed by the partitioni
Then, rL(rq ,rm)is included in the configuration vectorRQ

and passed to the DFT programCPMD. That program calcu-
lates EQ , the partial chargescs , and the forcesfs on all
atomss in the saturated QM fragment and returns these d
to the MD program including a forcefL52¹LEQ@r;R# act-
ing on the link atom. By construction, the stretching comp
nentfL,s of that force closely approximates the correspond
force component of 2¹m$EQ@r;R#1DEstretch(q,m)%,
where the dependence ofrL on rm is used in the calculation
of the gradient. Therefore, and this is a key point of SPLA
the stretching componentfL,s of the DFT force onL is simply
interpreted as a force acting on the atomm of the MM frag-
ment and is added to the MM forces acting on that atom

Figure 7 demonstrates for the central C—C bond of
ethane molecule that the stretching forces obtained by
SPLAM procedure represent a very good approximation t
also covers anharmonicities. The figure compares the a
lute values of the SPLAM forces acting on the carbon ato
q andm at various C—C distances~dashed curve! with cor-
responding values obtained by a complete DFT treatm
~solid curve! and with absolute values of harmonic MM
stretching forces.

In the case of the ethane molecule the remaining fo
componentfL,p , which is oriented perpendicular tofL,s, re-
flects the angle termsEangle(qa ,q,L), aP$1,2,3% involving
the link atomL and the QM atomsq andqa ~for the notation,
cf. Fig. 6!. But in contrast to the stretching component, th
component offL may not be simply added to the forces ac
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ing on atomm since such a transfer would induce a torq
and, hence, violate the conservation of angular moment
This artifact can be avoided by splitting the perpendicu
component into fractions (r CH/r CC)fL,p and (1
2r CH/r CC)fL,p , of which the former is added to the force o
m and the latter tofq .

The angular forces derived in this way fromEQ will
deviate from forces expected according to CHARMM for
H—C—C bonding motive since they have been calcula
for an H—C—H motive. An MM energy term effecting
corresponding correction is

DEangle~$qa%,q,m!5 (
aP$1,2,3%

~kHCC2kHCH!@u~qa ,q,m!

2u0~qa ,q,m!#2, ~12!

where the force constants have the usual CHARMM val
and where the equilibrium anglesu0 have been chosen to b
identical for the two motives.

It remains to be stated that the replacement of
C—C bond by the artificial C—H bond complete
removes a couple of bonded interactions which,
terms of the CHARMM force field, involve angula
terms Eangle(q,m,ma) and stereochemical contribution
Estereo(qb ,q,m,ma), a,bP$1,2,3%, ~cf. Fig. 6!. Restoring
these contributions the SPLAM energy correction for t
bonded interactions of an ethane molecule is

DEb~R!5DEstretch~rq ,rm!1DEangle~$qa%,q,m!

1 (
aP$1,2,3%

FEangle~q,m,ma!

1 (
bP$1,2,3

Estereo~qb ,q,m,ma!G , ~13!

where the termsDEstretch and DEangle are given by Eqs. 11
and 12, respectively.

FIG. 7. Absolute values of the forces acting on the carbon atomsq andm,
respectively, of the ethane molecule depicted in Fig. 6, as obtained by v
tion of the C—C distance; the solid curve results from a DFT treatmen
the complete ethane molecule, the dashed curve represents the SPLA
sult and the dotted lines are optimal harmonic MM forces; the force c
stants and equilibrium bond lengths required for the latter have been d
mined by DFT; the geometry has been optimized during stretching;
details of the DFT method applied are given in Secs. III A 1 and III B 1
.
r

d
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Interestingly, a close inspection of the CHARMM forc
field reveals that this SPLAM energy function for the bond
interactions in ethane appliesidentically to C—C bonds be-
tween CH2 groups in a protein. But in these more gene
cases, some further corrections concerning nonbonded in
actions have to be considered. We will now present a cou
of CHARMM-type energy corrections which serve to r
move the corresponding influence of the link atom on
energetics and dynamics of the system as far as possibl

b. Non-bonded interactions.In contrast to the actua
C—C bond the artificial C—H bond is polar. The energy
this dipole in the external potentialFM and the resulting
contributions to the DFT forcesfL and fq represent artifacts
A corresponding energy correction may be estimated fr
the partial chargecL according to

DEdip,ext~rL ,rq ;RM !52cL@FM~rL ;RM !

2FM~rq ;RM !#. ~14!

Here, the external potentialFM is obtained through the
FAMUSAMM scheme from the partial chargescl of the MM
atomsl. For the sake of consistency, in that calculation t
switching functione( l ,L)[e( l ,m) introduced in connection
with Eq. ~3! has to be used. This function classifies the no
bonded interactions with the link atomL in terms of the
actual bonding pattern of the atomm. As a result the elec-
trostatic interactions with the MM atomsl (m) located in the
bonded region of atomm do not contribute toFM . But then
Eq. ~14! can represent a good approximation to the D
energy of the artificial dipoleonly if a corresponding classi
fication scheme has also been applied to the calculatio
the external potentialFM in the QM box. As indicated by the
switching functionẽ(urg2r l u)in Eq. ~5! we therefore switch
off smoothly at small distances the near zone contributi
F (5)(rg) originating from the MM atomsl (m). We use the
function

ẽ~r !5H 0 if r<d

12@12~r 2d!2/r2#2 if d,r ,d1r

1 else

with the choicesd50.5 Å andr52.5 Å for the parameters
Note that Eq.~14! yields the desired corrections to the forc
fs , sP$L,q% in the usual way through the negative gradien
2¹sDEdip,ext(rL ,rq ;RM).

For the converse calculation of the electrostatic action
the QM fragment on its MM surroundings, the artifici
C—H dipole has to be removed. This can be effected
addingcL to cq which ensures conservation of charge with
the QM fragment. The electrostatic potentialF̃Q(r ;RQ) is
then calculated through FAMUSAMM using the correct
partial charges@cf. Eq. ~8!#.

In terms of the CHARMM force field, the DFT treatmen
of the QM fragment covers interactions of the artificial C—
dipole not only with the external potential but also with th
partial charges of nonbonded atomss within that fragment.
An estimate for the corresponding energy correction is
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DEdip,int~RQ!52 (
sPQ

e~s,L !cs cLS 1

ur s2rLu
2

1

ur s2rqu D ,

~15!

where the switching functione(s,L) is defined by the actua
bonding pattern of atomm in the system~see above!. This
expression renders small corrections to nearly all D
forces, particularlyfL andfq , and completes our CHARMM-
inspired attempt to approximately remove the electrost
influence of the link atom on the dynamics of the system

Finally, the van der Waals interaction energ
DEvdw(RQ) of the link atom with the other QM atoms
which can be approximated through the CHARMM for
field, has to be subtracted in order to wipe out the last tra
of the link atom.

Now the description of the SPLAM method is comple
Collecting Eqs.~13!, ~14!, ~15!, together withDEvdw(RQ)
yields the SPLAM energy function

ESPLAM~R!5DEb~R!1DEdip,ext~rL ,rq ;RM !

1DEdip,int~RQ!1DEvdw~RQ!. ~16!

In the interpretation of that energy term the additional p
scriptions concerning orientation and scaling of the C—
bond, splitting and transfer of the forcefL , transfer of the
partial chargecL , and the appropriate use of the switchin
functions have to be kept in mind. Extensions of the SPLA
approach towards cutting and pasting other types ofs bonds
than just CH2—CH2 bonds are straightforward.

Now all contributions to the potential energy of a hybr
system have been introduced and solely a few questions
cerning the accuracy of the applied approximations remai
be addressed.

5. Dynamical corrections

We have noted above in connection with the par
charge approximation for the potentialFQ @cf. Eq. ~8!#
that this approximation weakly violates the reaction pr
ciple. Such violations are quite a common property of M
methods, which, for the sake of computational efficien
apply approximations to the calculation of the electrostat
They are also present in the FAMUSAMM algorithm. Th
resulting small deviations of the approximate forces from
exact ones can be considered as ‘‘algorithmic noise.’’
FAMUSAMM, this noise is mainly due to the force extrap
lations connected with the multiple time step procedu
whereas the second ingredient, the structure-adapted
multipole method, is much more accurate.50

Algorithmic noise adds heat to the system, which can
removed through velocity scaling commonly used for sim
lations in the canonical ensemble. But noise can also af
dynamical properties as thoroughly discussed in R
41,50,82. Here we merely mention that for FAMUSAMM
as opposed to other computational schemes, no chang
the dynamics could be identified.

For our hybrid model, in which the external potenti
FM of the QM fragment is obtained through FAMUSAMM
the question is whether the fluctuations of the potential
to the force extrapolations can induce sizeable fluctuation
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the electron density during a simulation. Test simulations
a QM water molecule embedded in a shell of MM wat
molecules~see also Sec. III A 1! have shown that a suffi
ciently smooth temporal behavior is obtained if the for
extrapolations are applied to the outer distance classes s
ing atM (10) instead ofM (5) used in the original MM version
~cf. Fig. 5!.

Concerning the simulation system as a whole, algor
mic noise can cause small total forces and torques. Durin
simulation they may add up and induce sizeable linear
angular momenta. One has to provide corrections for th
two artifacts and, in fact, for pure MM simulations corr
sponding procedures80 are implemented in the program
EGO_IX. In the context of the hybrid method, they are a
plied to the electrostatic interactions within the MM fra
ment.

But here additional corrections have to be included sin
the total electrostatic reaction force

fM ,Q5 (
mPM

fm,Q ,

on the MM fragment, where the local reaction forcesfm,Q

52cm¹mF̃Q(rm ;RQ) are evaluated using the partial char
approximation, does not exactly cancel the total force on
QM fragment

fQ,M5 (
sPQ

fs ,

which is caused byFM and calculated by theCPMD program.
Similar considerations apply to the respective total torq
tQ,M and tM ,Q .

To ensure the conservation of the total linear mom
tum, we chose to apply corrections solely to the more in
curate local reaction forces2fm,Q . For that purpose, we
slightly rotate and scale the total forcefM ,Q by multiplication
with a matrix S such thatSfM ,Q52fQ,M and observe tha
this condition completely determinesS at each time step o
an MD simulation. MultiplyingS with the fm,Q then yields
the corrected local reaction forces. As to guarantee also
conservation of the total angular momentum, we apply c
rections designed by a corresponding strategy~for details,
see Ref. 80!.

III. SIMPLE APPLICATIONS AND QUALITY CHECKS

In the remainder of this article, we will present the r
sults of a series of test calculations which serve to check
validity of the hybrid method introduced above. As obse
ables we will frequently use vibrational spectra since su
spectra provide a most sensitive check of the force field q
ity. We start with tests concerning our treatment of the no
bonded interactions, as introduced in Secs. II B 1 and II B

A. Non-bonded interactions

Liquid water is a highly polar fluid composed of ver
small molecules. Therefore, a hybrid simulation of pure w
ter, in which the QM fragment is a single water molecule a
the MM fragment is a large water environment, enable
first look at our description of the nonbonded interactions
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The properties of liquid water have been extensiv
studied, both experimentally and through computer simu
tions. Thus, comparisons of our results with those of sim
hybrid simulations~see, e.g., Ref. 83! and of completely
quantum mechanicalCPMD simulations84,21 can provide a
quality check for our method.

1. A water molecule in aqueous solution

For a test simulation, we chose a water sphere compo
of 534 TIP3P water molecules.85 The sphere was enclosed b
a soft boundary potential86 with a radius of 15 Å . The O–H
bond lengths of the TIP3P water molecules were kept fi
using the SHAKE algorithm.87 But in contrast to the origina
TIP3P model, which is completely rigid, we chose t
H–O–H angle to be flexible with a harmonic angular for
constant of 55 kcal/mol deg2. To keep the temperature con
stant at 300 K, all atoms were weakly coupled to a heat b
by velocity rescaling with a relaxation timet50.1 ps.88

Using the FAMUSAMM algorithm and an integratio
time step of 1.0 fs, the system was first equilibrated for 2
ps. In the resulting structure, a molecule at the center of
sphere was selected as the QM fragment for the subseq
hybrid simulations. For its CPMD description the Vanderb
pseudopotential,89 the local density approximation,17 and a
plane wave cutoff of 30 Rydberg were chosen, renderin
cost-effective but not necessarily most accurate approach
noted by local density approximation~LDA !. Then the sys-
tem was again equilibrated for 8 ps using a reduced time
of 0.25 fs. Finally, a 30 ps simulation was carried out f
data collection; that time span is at least a factor of 5 lon
than in the comparable studies quoted above.

a. Dipole moment.Using LDA, one obtains for the di-
pole moment of anisolated water molecule a value of 1.9
D, which is very close to the gas phase value of 1.85
determined by measurements of the Stark effect.90 The
agreement with experiment may be further improved by
plication of generalized gradient corrections~GC!, yielding a
value of 1.86D.84

Due to its polarizability, the dipole moment of a wat
molecule increases greatly upon solvation in bulk liquid w
ter. For water molecules in ice, a value of about 2.6 D h
been estimated.91 That analysis has been confirmed by a fu
quantum mechanicalCPMD simulation of 32 D2O molecules
in a 9.6 Å periodic box. Here an average dipole momen
2.66 D has been calculated using LDA1GC, corresponding
to an induced dipole moment of 0.80 D.84

The induced dipole moment of a solvated water m
ecule provides a clue to the average local electrostatic fi
generated by its structured environment. As a first check
the quality of our treatment of the nonbonded interactio
we have therefore extracted the dipole moment of the Q
fragment from our hybrid simulation.

The results are collected in Fig. 8. The figure shows t
the dipole moment of the QM fragment fluctuates along
C2 symmetry axis of H2O around an average value of 2.7
D, with a standard deviation of 0.18 D. The components
the induced dipole moment perpendicular to that axis van
on the average and show slightly smaller fluctuations w
standard deviations of about 0.15 D.
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The value of 0.85 D thus determined for the total i
duced dipole moment is in excellent agreement with the
sult of the fully quantum mechanical simulation.84 The value
indicates that the local electrostatic field in the hybrid sim
lation was about 6% stronger. Previous hybr
simulations76,83 have obtained somewhat smaller induced
pole moments in the range between 0.38 and 0.66 D u
the same set of approximations employed here for the
part.

In Sec. II B 5, we stressed that the FAMUSAMM trea
ment of the electrostatics implies a certain amount of al
rithmic noise. Within the QM fragment that noise should
small enough to ensure a smooth temporal behavior of ph
cal observables, which, like the induced dipole moment,
directly proportional to the external field.

Figure 9 demonstrates for the dipole moment of the Q
fragment that the fluctuations of that observable, when r
resented at a very high temporal resolution, are actually v
smooth functions of time. Thus, fluctutations due to algori
mic noise are orders of magnitude smaller than the phys
fluctuations that reflect the thermal motion and are depic
in the figure.

The strength of the local field as witnessed by the size
the induced dipole moment of the QM fragment depends
course, on the parameterization of the TIP3P model. C
cerning the latter, we first note that an isolated TIP3P m
ecule has a dipole moment of 2.35 D, which is closer to
dipole moment of a water molecule in the bulk liquid than
that in a non-polar environment. Due to our introduction o
flexible H–O–H angle, the TIP3P model acquires a slig

FIG. 8. Distributions of the components of the dipole moment of a Q
water molecule solvated in TIP3P water; also given are the mean values
standard deviations along the symmetry axis (x axis! of H2O and along the
two perpendicular axes~the y axis is in the molecular plane!.

FIG. 9. Temporal development of the absolute value of the dipole mom
of a solvated water molecule.
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polarizability. Upon collection into bulk water, the TIP3
models elongate by 4% such that their dipole moments
crease to an average value of 2.44 D.

b. Geometry and vibrational spectra.Actually, besides
its dipole moment, also the geometry of a water molec
changes upon solvation. In our hybrid simulation, we fou
excellent agreement of these changes both with experime
data92 and previous hybrid simulations.83 But we will skip
these details80 here and turn to more sensitive checks of t
force field by considering the vibrational spectra of H2O and
the associated effects of solvation.

A water molecule has three normal modes, the antisy
metric ~a! and symmetric~s! stretches of the O–H bonds an
the bend~b! of the O–H–Oangle. In the gas phase,93 these
modes are observed at~a! 3756, ~s! 3652, and~b! 1595
cm21; in the liquid,94,95 the two stretching modes ar
strongly red-shifted by about 250 cm21, whereas the bend
ing mode is shifted to the blue by about 75 cm21. Upon
solvation the stretching bands experience a sizeable broa
ing from a few cm21 in the gas phase to as much as ab
250 cm21 in the liquid.94

For the QM description of the gas phase spectrum,
first applied the harmonic approximation, i.e., using t
CPMD program we calculated the Hessian matrix of an i
lated water molecule at its equilibrium geometry, render
the normal modes and frequencies in the usual way.96 To
estimate the influence of anharmonic effects, we also car
out aCPMD simulation of an isolated water molecule at 3
K over a time span of 6 ps. From the resulting trajectory,
calculated the autocorrelation functions for the three nor
coordinates and obtained the vibrational spectrum by su
quent Fourier transformation~cf. Ref. 83!. In the same way,
the liquid spectrum was computed from the 30 ps traject
of the QM fragment in the hybrid simulation.

According to our LDA calculations, the harmonic fre
quencies of the isolated water molecule have the values~a!
3752,~s! 3623, and~b! 1481 cm21, whereas the correspond
ing values derived from theCPMD simulation are 3757, 3620
and 1480 cm21, respectively. At the chosen temperature
300 K, the anharmonic effects are thus negligibly small.

The QM/MM hybrid simulation for the liquid predicts
redshifts of the stretching frequencies of~a! 123 cm21 and
~s! 66 cm21 and a blueshift of the bending mode of 8
cm21. The sizes of the shifts agree quite well with the resu
of the comparable study of Alhambraet al.,83 and, concern-
ing the bending mode, also with the experimental findin
The shifts of the stretching modes are too small; these
derestimates are probably due to quantum effects missin
the classical description of the hydrogens. For the widths
the bands at half maximum height, we have found the val
~a! 180, ~s! 230, and~b! 50 cm21 matching closely the ob
served band widths.

In view of the well-known deficiencies of LDA concern
ing the description of hydrogen bonds~see Refs. 84 and 21
for discussions!, the expert reader might wonder why o
rather simple DFT treatment, when combined with molecu
mechanics, can produce the reasonable results prese
above. Therefore, we will now take a still closer look at t
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description of non-bonded interactions by the hybrid for
field, using the water dimer as an example.

2. Water dimer calculations

A water dimer is a strongly hydrogen bonded syste
whose equilibrium intermolecular arrangement can be ch
acterized by the geometrical parameters indicated in Fig.
The structure is known experimentally and has been succ
fully described by DFT calculations.21 In order to analyze
our hybrid approach, we have calculated the water dime
its equilibrium geometry with a set of different methods. A
observables for quality assessment we use the structure
association energyEb , and the vibrational spectrum.

a. Structure and association energy.As shown in Fig. 10
the water dimer exhibits a broken symmetry. Therefore,
have looked at two different hybrid partitionings for th
hydrogen bonded system: one in which the hydrogen do
is assigned to the QM fragment and the acceptor to the M
fragment~QM model! and the other with the converse par
tioning ~MQ!. As references we take results of calculation
in which the complete dimer has been treated either by qu
tum mechanics~QQ! or by molecular mechanics~MM !.

To check the influence of the DFT method on the hyb
description, we calculated the QM fragment not only by t
simple LDA procedure given above. We also used the m
elaborate Becke–Lee–Yang–Parr~BLYP! exchange-
correlation functional together with the Martins–Troullie
pseudopotential and a plane wave cutoff 70 Ry~for discus-
sion and references, see Ref. 21!. We denote this particula
combination simply as BLYP.

The van der Waals parameters of the MM force fie
were taken from the TIP3P model of bulk water, but t
partial charges were adjusted to the situation of an isola
dimer. Both DFT methods yield similar partial charges f
the dimer. Therefore, we chose the valuesc150.36, c2

520.78, c350.42, c4520.74, andc5,650.37 with the
numbering given in Fig. 10. The force constants for the O
stretch and theH–O–H bend required for the calculation o
vibrational spectra of MM fragments were determined
LDA and BLYP calculations on the H2O monomer.

The optimized geometries and association energies
tained for the various models and DFT methods are sum
rized in Table I; the table also contains experimental dat

As had been shown previously21 the results for the QQ
model obtained with the elaborate BLYP procedures ag
very well with the observations whereas the LDA treatme
strongly overestimates the association energyEb and under-
estimates the oxygen–oxygen distancedOO.

FIG. 10. Equilibrium structure of a water dimer; parameters for charac
ization of the intermolecular arrangement are given; also indicated are
locations of the six partial chargesci required for the MM description.
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The MM results presented in the last line of the tab
reflect the choice of the van der Waals parameters and o
partial charges: the slight overestimate ofEb and underesti-
mate ofdOO indicate that the van der Waals radii are a lit
too small; the angleb2 is much too large since the ster
ochemical action of the oxygen lone pair electrons is
glected in the three-point charge model used here.

The results of the hybrid calculations are nearly identi
for the two DFT approaches. The values ofEb and dOO

closely agree with the corresponding results for the M
model. In the case of the MQ hybrid model, the reduc
value of the angleb2 reveals the effects of the oxygen lon
pairs, which are properly covered by both DFT treatments
the QM fragment. In the QM case, in which the electrosta
of the acceptor is modeled by three-point charges, this ef
is lacking.

Thus, we may conclude that a four-point charge mo
for the MM fragment should be better suited for hybrid d
scriptions of structural details whenever water molecules
involved. Furthermore, no essential benefit is gained c
cerning structure and interaction energy by application of
more costly BLYP approach.

Note that results of hybrid calculations carried out
Tun̂ón et al.,76 in which a Becke–Parr exchange-correlati
functional had been used, support the above analysis.
would also like to add that the effects concerning the
tramolecular structures of the H2O molecules upon dime
formation turned out to be similar and small in all models80

b. Vibrational spectra of the dimer.In contrast to the
observables discussed so far, the vibrational spectra of
hybrid models should exhibit a distinct dependence on
choice of the DFT description, since the monomer sho
such a dependence.21 Using LDA and BLYP, we therefore
calculated these spectra in the harmonic approximation
diagonalizing the mass-weighted Hessian matrices of sec
derivatives.

The high-frequency region of the dimer spectrum cov
the O–H stretching vibrations and, therefore, accounts
the influence of the hydrogen bond on the intramolecu
force fields. The low-frequency region comprises relat
motions of the two monomers and, thus, directly monit
the properties of the hydrogen bond.

Figure 11 pertains to the LDA functional and compar
the spectra of the QQ, QM, MQ and MM models in the hig
and low-frequency regions with experimental data. The a
symmetric and symmetric O–H stretching modes localiz

TABLE I. Equilibrium geometries and association energies of water dim
at different levels of treatment;dOO in Å , b i in degrees, andEb in kcal/mol.

dOO b1 b2 Eb

Exp97 2.98 51 122 25.3
BLYP QQ 2.98 56 123 24.2
LDA QQ 2.73 53 136 212.0
BLYP QM 2.78 52 163 26.5
LDA QM 2.83 53 163 26.1
BLYP MQ 2.85 50 117 25.8
LDA MQ 2.80 52 120 26.4
MM 2.77 47 162 26.6
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in the donor (D) or acceptor (A) are denoted bya and s.
Vibrational frequencies associated with modes localized
the respective QM fragments are drawn with thick lines.

c. High-frequency O–H stretches.According to the ex-
perimental data,21 dimer formation leads to redshifts of th
stretching frequencies measuring about 60–110 cm21 for the
donor and 30 cm21 for the acceptor. In the QQ model, th
BLYP functional~data not shown! correctly accounts for the
redshifts of the donor modes, yielding shifts of 35–1
cm21. LDA, in contrast, predicts for the (Ds) mode~cf. Fig.
11! a redshift of 278 cm21, which is much too large. This
deviation is in line with the LDA overestimate of the stab
ity of the hydrogen bond and reflects a corresponding und
estimate of the O–H force constant in the donor. Concern
the acceptor bands neither LDA nor BLYP reproduce
observed redshifts. The band pattern predicted by the M
model for the O–H stretches does not match the observat
~cf. Fig. 11!; an analysis has shown80 that these deficiencie
are partially inherited from the poor mechanical model of t
monomer.

Figure 11 demonstrates that theMM fragments of the
two hybrid models essentially retain the deficiencies of
empirical force field, whereas excellent descriptions are
tained for the modes localized in the respectiveQM frag-
ments. In the MQ model, the splitting of the acceptor mod
is as large as in the complete quantum mechanical treatm
and their absolute frequencies are close~LDA ! or very close
~BLYP, data not shown! to those of the corresponding QQ
treatment. In the LDA, QM model the interaction with th
MM fragment induces redshifts of 40–80 cm21 for the donor
modes, which are much closer to the observed shifts t
according to the LDA QQ model. Thus, the hybrid descr
tion repairs the LDA underestimate of the force constant
longing to the covalent O–H bond involved in the hydrog
bridge. Such repair is superfluous for the BLYP function
here the QM hybrid description matches the QQ resultsand
the experimental findings very well.80

d. Low-frequency relative motions.To gain further in-
sight into the hybrid description of the intermolecular forc
consider the low-frequency region of the dimer spec
shown in Fig. 11. In the QQ model, the LDA deficiencie
render these forces and, consequently, also the frequen

FIG. 11. Vibrational spectra of a water dimer in the high- and lo
frequency regions; QQ: LDA for the dimer, QM and MQ: correspondi
hybrid models; also given are MM results and experimental data~quoted
from Ref. 21!; the force constants of the MM fragments have been obtai
from LDA results on the H2O monomer.
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too large. Some of the forces calculated through the hyb
and purely mechanical models for the relative motions of
hydrogen-bonded pair are also too large, the least so for
QM model, which actually performs quite well. For th
BLYP, functional comparably small overestimates are o
tained both for the QQ and for the hybrid treatments.80

e. Discussion.The above results on the water dimer m
be summarized as follows:~a! for LDA, the hybrid approach
clearly outperforms the QQ model and provides an acc
able description of the experimental findings; that expla
why the simple LDA hybrid simulation of a solvated wat
molecule was able to yield a reasonable description of
vibrational spectrum of liquid water;~b! for BLYP, the dif-
ferences between the hybrid models and the QQ model
extremely small.

In particular, the high-frequency spectra have shown~i!
that the electrostatic influence of the MM fragment on t
wave function of the QM fragment is modeled with appr
ciable accuracy in our hybrid approach~if the partial charges
in the MM fragment are properly chosen!. The low-
frequency spectra corroborate the hypothesis voiced fur
above~ii ! that a choice of slightly larger van der Waals ra
could further improve the hybrid descriptions of interm
lecular forces, which currently exhibit small overestimate

Finally, we would like to add that the various correctio
for the unbalanced electrostatic reaction forces~see Sec.
II B 5! contribute greatly to the accuracy of our hybrid a
proach, as shown by a series of further test calculations80

B. Covalently linked QM-MM fragments

In Sec. II B 4, we introduced the SPLAM method for th
treatment of covalently linked QM-MM fragments using th
ethane molecule of Fig. 6 as a prototypical example, si
that molecule allowed us to concentrate on the bonded in
actions. Correspondingly we will first use the vibration
spectra of this molecule to check these aspects of
SPLAM force field.

1. Ethane

The vibrational spectrum of ethane is precisely known93

For its quantum mechanical and hybrid descriptions, we h
used our standard BLYP approach and the harmonic
proximation. Most of the parameters required for the M
fragments and the SPLAM force field@cf. Eqs. ~10!, ~12!,
and ~13!# have been determined through BLYP calculatio
of ethane and methane respectively. These include the f
constants and equilibrium values for bond lengths and an
in H–C–H and H–C–Cbonding motives. For the remainin
MM parameter, we have retained the original CHARM
values.

Figure 12 compares observed band positions93 with re-
sults of calculations, in which the QM fragment covered t
whole ethane molecule~BLYP!, one of the CH3 groups
~SPLAM, LAM!, or was chosen empty~MM !. The hybrid
model labeled by LAM has been treated by the link ato
approach of Fieldet al.63 ~cf. also Bakowies and Thiel66!
using the same MM parameters as in SPLAM. We have c
sen the 800–1700 cm21 spectral range for comparisons sin
it covers a torsional mode around the central C–C bond
id
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about 800 cm21, the stretching mode of that bond at abo
1000 cm21, and the rocking and deformation modes of t
methyl groups at higher frequencies. Therefore this ra
monitors not only the SPLAM description of the centr
bond but also the angular and torsional contributions c
lected in Eqs.~12! and ~13!.

From the first two columns of the figure, we observe t
well-known fact that the harmonic BLYP force field yields
spectrum which closely agrees with the observed~anhar-
monic! spectrum in the given spectral range~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 15!. Due to the partial optimization of force
constants, the MM spectrum provides for some of the mo
a satisfactory description. The sizeable deviations appa
for other modes testify to the inherent deficiencies of
MM approach. The SPLAM spectrum interpolates betwe
the BLYP and the MM results as one would expect from
reasonable hybrid method. In contrast, the LAM spectr
depicted in the last column of the figure does not repres
an interpolation. As noted earlier by Bakowies79 vibrational
spectra obtained by this conventional link atom method
hibit severe artifacts.

One can in fact explain every single detail of the hyb
spectra SPLAM and LAM by analyzing the compositions
the various modes and such analyses have been a mayo
in the development of the details of the SPLAM method80

However, here we merely wish to emphasize the import
result that the SPLAM description of bonded interactio
transfers benefits of the more exact quantum mechanica
scription even to the region of the covalent bond linking t
MM and QM fragments.

The question then arises as to whether the SPLAM tre
ment of the nonbonded interactions acting across the
region between more extended MM and QM fragments is
similar quality and whether the associated dynamical corr
tions actually work~cf. Secs II B 4 and II B 5!.

2. A small protonated Schiff base

In order to answer the above question we have studie
larger molecule, which is charged, highly polar, and stron
polarizable. The model molecule of our choice is depicted
Fig. 13, is denoted by MPSB, and consists of a protona
Schiff base CH5NH2

1 which is attached to the C5C double
bond of a cyclohexene ring. MPSB is a small relative of t

FIG. 12. Vibrational spectra of ethane.
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retinal chromophore of bacteriorhodopsin~cf. Fig. 2!. Its
positive charge delocalizes into the conjugatedp-electron
system, causing the strong polarizability and polarity. The
fore, the conjugated system of this molecule is highly sen
tive towards the action of external electrostatic fields and
the source of a strong electrostatic field.

The QM fragments of two hybrid modelsA andB con-
sidered for MPSB are also depicted in Fig. 13. They b
cover the conjugatedp system, but QM fragmentB, through
the methyl groups at the C5C bond, can additionally cove
the substituent effects of the cyclohexene ring on that s
tem. Their respective MM parts are made up of dipolar C2

groups sensing and exerting electrostatic interactions w
the p system. The vibrational modes localized in t
C5C—C5NH2 moiety of MPSB should therefore represe
most sensitive monitors for the SPLAM treatment of t
electrostatics in the hybrid models.

The C5C—C5NH2 moiety of MPSB has three vibra
tional modes with frequencies in the 1500–1700 cm21 spec-
tral range. In the harmonic approximation a simple LD
treatment of MPSB~experimental data are lacking! predicts
the NH2 scissoring mode at 1511 cm21, the C5C stretch at
1600 cm21, and the C5N stretch at 1640 cm21. These re-

FIG. 13. Model protonated Schiff base MPSB; also shown are two diffe
partitionings for SPLAM hybrid descriptions.

FIG. 14. Vibrational spectra of various models of MPSB.
-
i-
is

h

s-

th

sults are collected in the central column of Fig. 14 and co
pared with the vibrational LDA spectra of the QM fragmen
A and B in the left and rightmost columns, respectivel
Ring closures through SPLAM yield the spectra of the c
responding hybrid models which are also shown in the
ure.

Comparing first the frequencies obtained by LDA f
MPSB and the small fragmentA, we note that all fragmen
modes are sizably blueshifted. Much smaller blueshifts
observed for the larger fragmentB, showing that thep sys-
tem reacts sensitively to the methyl substituents. Solely
C5C stretching and the NH2 scissoring modes still exhibi
blueshifts of 11 and 4 cm21, respectively. A more detailed
analysis of the LDA force fields has shown, for instance, t
in fragmentA the force constants of the C5C and C5N
bonds are substantially larger than in MPSB and fragmenB,
for which closely matching values have been determined80

As demonstrated by comparisons of the MPSB spectr
with those of hybridA and fragmentA, ring closure by
SPLAM cannot account for the substituent effects missing
the LDA force field of fragmentA. But such behavior was to
be expected since SPLAM was designed for cutting CH2—
CH2 linkages, whereas in hybridA the two cuts are placed
immediately adjacent to a conjugated system~cf. Fig. 13!.

Hybrid B, however, in which the cuts have been plac
at suitable positions, exhibits vibrational frequencies wh
are in nearly perfect agreement with those calculated thro
LDA for the whole molecule MPSB. Here, for instance, th
increase of mass attached to the C5C bond, which results
from the SPLAM ring closure in hybridB as compared to
fragmentB, is the cause for the 10 cm21 redshift of the C5C
mode and repairs the corresponding deficiency of the fr
ment spectrum.

According to our experience, gathered during the dev
opment of the various details of SPLAM by monitorin
MPSB hybrid spectra, slight changes of description lea
sizeable traces in the spectra. We consider the close ag
ment of the spectra of MPSB and hybridB revealed by Fig.
14 as strong evidence that particularly the electrostatic in
actions across a SPLAM region between an MM fragm
and a QM fragment are very well described by our approa

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The test calculations presented and discussed ab
were designed for a close inspection of the various aspec
the QM/MM hybrid method introduced in Sec. II.

The MD simulation of a QM water molecule solvated
an aqueous MM solvent demonstrated that the algorith
noise associated with the FAMUSAMM treatment of the s
vent electrostatics is negligibly small. It also indicated th
properties of a water molecule in the liquid phase, includ
its dipole moment and vibrational spectrum, are well d
scribed even if the simple LDA approximation is applie
within the DFT description.

The subsequent discussion of the related water dim
which focussed on the equilibrium structure and the vib
tional spectrum in the harmonic approximation, has sho
that complete QM and hybrid QM/MM descriptions a
nearly equivalent as far as the intramolecular properties

t
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the QM fragment and the intermolecular forces are c
cerned. Regarding the latter, the hybrid model may even
pair certain artifacts associated with lower-quality QM me
ods. Clearly, deficiencies of the empirical water model c
deteriorate descriptions, but conversely, a hybrid method
fering a high-quality QM method is well suited to the op
mization of empirical force fields.

The computational results for the two examples summ
rized so far have led us to the conclusion that the hyb
method provides an essentially correct representation of
electrostatic interactions between the solvent and the so
particularly with respect to the DFT description of the pro
erties of the latter.

The subsequent examples addressed the questio
whether the SPLAM force field for the description of c
valently linked QM and MM fragments can remove tho
artifacts that had plagued previous link atom procedu
That this is actually the case, has been ascertained by
lyzing vibrational spectra of ethane and of a small molec
related to the protonated retinal Schiff base that had b
obtained for various partitionings into QM and MM frag
ments. In the immediate link region, the SPLAM force fie
turned out to interpolate between the QM and MM descr
tions. For modes, which are localized within the QM fra
ment at a certain distance from that region the force field
a complete DFT treatment was recovered, so long as
SPLAM approach was restricted to covalent bonds betw
CH2 groups.

Having now established a computationally efficient h
brid approach that combinesab initio DFT for a molecular
site of interest with empirical MM for a large environmen
we are curious to learn how it will perform in large-sca
applications like, such as the MD simulation of enzyma
catalysis or thein situ calculation of vibrational spectra o
protein chromophores.
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